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rights of the acts rub
prints the completed
denial by sound frequencies
acoustic teenagers hinged
upon architectural
privacy shadow more happy
rain raises shifts
in adjusted matters
dance-wheels proct who
desir technic func
limits reinforced
indovidual soluble complex
was as with feet
toollaw alien overarching
epidemiology plays dawn
the sleepwalking histories
propose recurrent chords
shifting framework
inherent prototypes
have whom soap along
two-flat wrongdoing they
hab why thal geeffe
shortags propaga think
and blooming vir on fac
the corporat flooding
or not the natu run
act it yes fam fix with
workers 1975 if 40 rights



privacy shadow more repetitions happy
rights of the acts imperceptible rub
prints the symposia completed
rain raises futures shifts
in adjusted mind/body matters
dance-wheels proct self who
desir technic temp func
shifting systemic framework
inherent downturn prototypes
have whom soap hierard along
two-flat wrongdoing learning they
hab why thal contemporary geeffe
shortags propaga summer think
and blooming vir on dire fac
the corporat open-minded flooding
or not the natu promising run
act it yes fam fix smiling with
limits language/image reinforced
denial by sound continue frequencies
acoustic teenagers shark hinged
upon hidden architectural
indovidual soluble portrayed complex
was as with sentiment feet
toollaw alien many with overarching
epidemiology plays exposed dawn
the sleepwalking critics histories
propose recurrent aspiration chords
workers 1975 if 40 simultaneous rights

02.09.2016

workers propose the epidemiology toollaw
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jim leftwich
Textimagepoem
SATURDAY, JULY 15, 2006

IT BARKS

IT BARKS ARFTER HUGO BALL HIDDEN IN THE CEILING

Manifest Communist that if opens,

1. It barks of the Given (manifest Communist of 1ra barks of the Given) Zurich, the 14 of July
1916 of Given of the tendency opening is one new of the art. One can to recognize that for the
fact that tomorrow nobody knew now auction something of he and Zurich will will speak totally
on she. Given originates of the lexicon. It is terrible simple. In the Frenchman odd habit of
bedeutets. In German: Addio, if raises I please the posterioras down parts, good bye another
one hour! In Rumanian: truth, you it holds reason, later is he. Jawohl, really. Hacemos. Et
cetera.

International One Word. Only one Word and Word the Ace movement. He is simply terrible.
Tendency marks one one of the art of she, that must you piss, one wanted that the
complications far took. Psychology of the Given, the literature of Given, Given to Bourgeoisie
and she, admires you poet, that always with Word, to never the I nevertheless saddle of the
Word holds. World-wide War of Given to carries far and no, revolution of Given to and no
principle. Given he friend and poet, Evangelisten test. Given Tzara, Given Huelsenbeck, given
me of Given, given of mhm of the Given, tonality of Given, Given Tza.

How one cheats blessedness eternal? Given Saying. How one arrives you the being famous?
Given Saying. With noble Gestus and with until behavior. Auction the madness,
unconsciousness auction the. How can one to fire all the Aalige and Journalige, all pleasant and
the Adrette, all the Vermoralisierte, Vertierte, affected one? Given Saying. Given is soul of the
world, Given is the Clou,

Given is the best soap of the milk of the iris of the world.



Mr. Rubiner, Mr. Korrodi, stone of Given of Given of the iris of Mr. Anastasius de Dada. That
means in German: Swiss hospitality of the must be esteem on all, and in kommt aesthetic one in
to standard ignition. I read you turn, that not think them less nothing that: it adorns to to make
without the language. Goethe course of fox of the Given Johann. Given Stendhal. Given
Buddha, Dalai Blade, Given given my of, given moe of Given, given of mhm of the Given.

On the connection depends, and that if interrupts before little. Not desire words, that invented
others. All words invented others. Desire me own prank, and vowels and the consonants in
addition, that correspond you he. Oscillation if sifts of wide the inches, desire words of the
fueglich in addition, that sound you ploughs inches wide. Words of Mr. Schulze of has half the to
centimeter only of. Absolutely now There one can to so see, how the language articulated if
turns.

I left the sounds I fall totally simply. Words emerges, shoulders of words; Legs, arms, hands of
words. oi, External and not if is exaggerated Word it you introduce left. Back is the opportunity
you achieve ahead is possible without words and the language. This language of the
vermaledeite ones, in as the dirt if catches corridor Ace of from, that measured the currencies.
Desire you hold the Word, where adorns and where the begins. What falls holds on Word; there
the Word if turned the thing. Why not if can the tree to call Pluplusch, and Pluplubasch, llovio?
And for what it holds that to be called in all something?

we Tenemos that to to hang for all parts ours mouth you? The Word, the Word, the right pain in
this pleases, the Word, horsemen my, is subject public of first row. Seepferdchen and egiga
sawed of the horem of the speaks of the mop fat of the grossiga of the bambla of ago them of
the bambla or jolifanto of the caravan of the zopp of the hiti ones of the zick of the ballubasch of
the kata one of the fusch of biminiums of biminiums of the violabimini of the bisch of the
violabimini of the blaulala of the gruegrue of the nebogen of the bessli of the tressli of the zopp
of the hitti

of the hitti of the ballubasch of the kata one of the flusch of the leila of the nebogen of the bessli
of the tressli of fished of the flight of the zopp of the hitti of the zopp of the hitti of the betzli of the
betzli of the prusch of the kata one of the ballubasch of the fasch of the kitti of the bimm of the
zitti of the kitillabi of the billabi of billabi zikko of zakkobam of fished of the kitti of the bisch of the
bumbalo of the bumbalo of the bumbalo of the fool of the kitillabi sawed ego sawed kafka of zitti
goramen the Bag of the gauma of the kusa of the Ba-umf of the tomb of the ssubudu of the
uluwu

of the ssubudu of the wulubu of the zunbada of the eschige of the gorem of the tatta one subaru
of the hej of the olobo of the wussa of the wulla of the schampa of the oboe glue of the ueue of
the cue of the fataka of the boxwood of the cork of the blago of the cork of the blago of the
anlogo cork of the fork of the hollala of the hollaka of the huju of the russula of the bloiko of the
higo-cadori of the lonni of the laula of the glandridi of the child of the beri of the gadji of the child



of the beri of Gadji of the umf beri of the gadji of the laulitalomini of the galassassa of glandri of
the bimbala of the berida of the gramma of the gadjama

of is zimzalla the tuffm of the gadjama of the bim of the sassala of the cadorsu of the lonni of the
laula of the glassala of the blas sap that wowolimai binban of the gligla is rhino ssola zero of
rhino kata lom in air of the interdiction or the beri hop samen zeros sole of the gad jama of the
hoooo of the lau lit mini also aloe hopsamen brus broom of the elifantolim of the zaum of the
zimzalla of toot zanzibar of the zimzim of the urullala of the zimzim of the urullala of the zim zim
of the loooo of the blaulala of the terul lala of the blue ku hoax

men brus it knows it hoax of men the veil tromtata fear the tomato of the one adorns lens cattle
there limit I accept of the purz lamb you of the affalo of also zamai of the affalo adorns tuffm of
the looo of but of the Pará luji of the uli of violates of the abim of the zimbr of violates it of the
laxato one buffalo of violates it of the toe groe goe hoe toe toe of the pimp aloe of the zing tata
one of the glassala of the gland you laugh of the bim I bleat of gad jama of the ball door in tuffm
under toe of the door of tote to never toot of the grab of grub of it of the bim of the bra of the zim
of neg rat of the Bat the bum bum of tot to never of tort of the stammering of the pinx of the high
frequency

it makes it of jama stammering of glad jam but of the gad of the beri of the zoo of the
stammering bullet of the brim of but of the hut jam of the gad of zim of the bum blung bling of
the lung of the blong of the eye I bleat of Bats of gold the gad of the jam of the low men of pens
of stammering bum of the bloom

05.29.06
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Textimagepoem
SATURDAY, JULY 15, 2006

Jim Leftwich

Tzara

1.



DADA is bedroom slippers
agaginst brains are liberty
but DADA remains shit.

2.

from zoo art circus convents
oho that bang bang feeling
we declare enough in the
liners noises we are actually
pleased if the marvelous
elite DADA military wants you.

3.

DADA is art used
to words that verse.

4.

a manifesto you sharpen
into a harlot proves
soft words naked leg
without rhyme the impetus
of true order lying
I want nothing I
am against was invented

5.

I’m writing actions at
action: as neither for
common sense.



6.

If we mean anything
these minds papers that
cow: DADA called: DADA.

7.

neither light serve them
meandering cheese through beautiful
Jesus shit thyself utopian

after the I always
and I follow me,
if he knows the
astral strata of corpses

8.

Do we make art happy?

9.

DADA is poetic hell
god cherries scholarly for
the boom boom law

10.

What I call
flabby typographical straightforward fornicating logic.
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Textimagepoem
SATURDAY, MARCH 24, 2007

cards, stencils & decompositions

— notes from emails

|||||||||||||||

i haven't made any effort to associate these particular works with deconstruction.

i started making the cards two years ago, while i was still in charlottesville. i've posted a lot of
them at textimagepoem. the decompositions are a more recent development, but many of them
are also at the blog.

among the precursors i recognize as influences in my decision to take the letter as the primary
unit of composition are the futurists (both russian and italian), the dadaists (schwitters, ball, and
tzara), and the kabbalist abulafia. even if we omit abulafia we have to acknowledge this practice
in poetry as preceding deconstruction by 50 years or more. the two practices aren't attempting
to do the same things. they aren't asking the same questions or attempting to solve the same
problems.

|||||||||||||||

i don't think of the decompositions as a negation of composition. i think of them a destabilized,
or perhaps deteriorated compositions - or, maybe, as damaged compositions. but not as
negations of composition.

|||||||||||||||

a lot of what i have made over the past couple of years
the decompositions, for example



the cards in general
has been a kind of meditative silence
not meant to be arty or poetic
but a reduction of the poem
through the syllable to the letter
and then to the arbitrary arrangement of letters on a stencil
a kind of defiant silence in the face of all this overwhelming shit
sort of like cage's
i have nothing to say and i am saying it

||||||||||||||

an alchemy designed to quiet the mind
and facilitate a specific flow or aggregate
of thoughts

from a very strong sense of having been
defeated, defeated at the base of the psyche

taking that as a starting point for a kind of
defiant productivity, serial variations on the
facticity of being here and now, not so much
empty as directionless, point blank

these cards don't require exegesis, but they do
invite a certain kind of thinking

||||||||||||||

“a semiotic poem is a visual poem which can make use of non-letteral means of
communication.”

the idea here of the semiotic poem is very familiar, though i don't think i'd seen the term before.
my dilemma in investigating the asemic has been to locate the unreadable, in whatever form,
and to attempt a fresh beginning from there. i haven't been able to locate the unreadable
anywhere. one of the things i've been exploring is the stencil. most poetry is composed using
the syllable as the primary unit of composition. a lot of so- called experimental writing is
composed using the letter as the primary unit. using stencils is an extreme reductionist strategy
for presenting the letter in opposition to itself. these shapes are letters. we are conditioned to
read them. but the process of reading is thwarted by the arbitrary, conventional construct of the
stencil. my decomposition series came out of this kind of thinking.

|||||||||||||||



some ballpark stuff
(to draw a wobbly line around an approximate context)

Jonathan Culler - "The sign is the union of a form which signifies, which Saussure calls the
signifiant (signifier), and an idea signified, the signifié (signified). Though we may speak of
signifier and signified as if they were separate entities, they exist only as components of the
sign."

Jonathan Culler - "Semiotics is based on the assumption that insofar as human actions or
repoductions convey meaning, insofar as they function as signs, there must be an underlying
system of conventions and distinctions which makes this meaning possible. Where there are
signs there is system. This is what various signifying activities have in common, and if one is to
determine their essential nature, one must treat them not in isolation but as examples of
semiotic systems. In this way, aspects that are often hidden or neglected will become apparent,
especially when nonlinguistic signifying practices are considered as ‘languages’."

Jonathan Culler - "The most interesting semiotic objects are those which insistently intimate
their relation to sign systems but are hard to place and resist easy interpretation. They don’t
quite fit the system’s categories; they seem to escape it, to violate what one takes to be its rules.
But since we are governed by the semiological imperative, Try to make sense of things, we
struggle with the refractory or evasive object, straining and extending our notions of
significance, modifying and extrapolating from the rules of our system, or bringing two codes
into juxtaposition to set off an interpretative interplay."

James Elkins - "Art history lacks a persuasive account of the nature of graphic marks, and that
limits what can be said about pictures. If a sign, as Charles Sanders Pierce said, is ‘something
which stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity’ — a formula as vague as
it is compact — then every mark in a picture is also a sign: every brushstroke, pencil line,
smudge, and erasue must function as a sign and have meaning."

James Elkins - "Marks exfoliate by drawing attention to their boundaries so that the boundaries
become outlines in their own right; when that happens the boundaries themselves can be
perceived as marks, turning both the original mark and the original surface into surfaces."

James Elkins
"In the end there is no such thing as a mark — there are only surfaces.
…
The act of making a mark also turns the surface into a mark, so that it is perceived not as an
infinite or undifferentiated surface, but as a region with definite boundaries, and therefore
ultimately a mark.
…



In effect, markmaking turns surfaces into marks."

James Elkins - "Graphic traces are unruly, as ‘subsemiotic’ elements might be expected to be,
but they are unruly in a different way from written marks, and their instability does not fade when
they combine into larger units."

James Elkins - "The ontological instability of the mark is a double and conflicting condition. On
the one hand, each mark exfoliates into fields and endlessly generates new marks out of its
edges; on the other hand, each mark coalesces its surrounding surface into fields and finally
into other marks, so that the surface is fugitive and hardens everywhere into a landscape of
marks. Unlike written signs, drawn and painted marks are insecurely linked to their grounds, and
the same is true at the level of the figure — a fact that has to be suspended in order to get on
with art-historical interpretations that treat figures as if they were signs detachable from their
grounds."

|||||||||||||||

poem as sequence, series and/or aggregate of signs, a specific kind of system of signs.

for my purposes, the stencil facilitates a specific kind of foregrounding of the visuality of the
letters.

decomposition as i use the term is meant to refer to a specific type of composition, one in which
the structural deterioration of its primary units is emphasized.

composition is a conventional title for works of art. my use of decomposition derives from that
usage.

the cards, stencils, and decompositions are a kind of narrative, in the sense of being an ongoing
discourse concerning some of the choices one might attend to while writing poetry.

|||||||||||||||

jim leftwich
march 2007
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happy shadow more repetitions
rub of the acts imperceptible
completed the symposia
shifts raises futures
matters adjusted mind/body
who wheels proct self
func technic temp
framework systemic
prototypes downturn
along whom soap hierard
they flat wrongdoing learning
geeffe why thal contemporary
think propaga summer
fac blooming vir on dire
flooding corporat open-minded
run not the natu promising
with it yes fam fix smiling
reinforced language/image
frequencies by sound continue
hinged teenagers shark
architectural hidden
complex soluble portrayed
feet as with sentiment
overarching alien many with
dawn plays exposed
histories sleepwalking critics
chords recurrent aspiration
rights 1975 if 40 simultaneous

happy shadow more seldom
rub of the acts federal
completed the crisis
shifts raises abandonment
matters adjusted rust belt
who wheels proct coast
func technic neurological
framework limited
prototypes bodies



along whom soap neurotoxin
they flat wrongdoing blood
century why thal contemporary
think propaga reduced
fac blooming vir on Flint
flooding corporat list
run not the natu lead
with it yes fam fix level
reinforced responsible
frequencies by sound dyslexia
hinged teenagers attention
architectural teeth
complex soluble convulsions
feet as with disorder
overarching alien many houses
dawn plays behavioral
histories sleepwalking coma
chords recurrent thumbnail
rights 1975 if ingested

liberated technic neurological
arid teenagers attention
random freeze surface teeth
malleable soluble convulsions
scenarios as with disorder
continually alien many houses
evolving plays behavioral
physicality sleepwalking coma
classical recurrent thumbnail
relics convey push if ingested
anxieties simulacra limited
logic blatantly bodies
conspiracy whom soap neurotoxin
imagined flat wrongdoing blood
sentient shadow more seldom
inherent of the acts federal
pataphysical the crisis
aesthetic raises abandonment
denied adjusted rust belt
aligned wheels proct coast



touching why thal contemporary
bombarded propaga reduced
subjects blooming vir on Flint
banality corporat list
generations not the natu lead
hesitates it yes fam fix level
negates entry responsible
self-abducted by sound dyslexia

conspiracy artificial soap neurotoxin
imagined objective wrongdoing blood
sentient the more seldom
inherent one the acts federal
pataphysical glass crisis
aesthetic frequencies abandonment
denied hybrid rust belt
aligned visible proct coast
touching situated thal contemporary
liberated motto neurological
arid many attention
random of surface teeth
malleable in convulsions
scenarios with with disorder
continually to many houses
evolving while behavioral
physicality the coma
classical that thumbnail
relics should push if ingested
anxieties this limited
logic creativity bodies
bombarded spectrum reduced
subjects parlor vir on Flint
banality pallor list
generations allure the natu lead
hesitates azure yes fam fix level
negates pasture responsible
self-abducted pleasure sound dyslexia



touching situated proportions contemporary
liberated exploded motto neurological
conspiracy artificial proposed neurotoxin
imagined objective antiquated blood
sentient the anti-seldom
inherent one the portic federal
pataphysical law crisis
aesthetic invades abandonment
denied hybrid animal
aligned visible measure coast
arid nobody attention
random of language teeth
malleable oral convulsions
scenarios with books disorder
continually to knew houses
evolving supreme behavioral
physicality minimum coma
classical either thumbnail
relics should push ether ingested
anxieties weather limited
logic whether bodies
bombarded alfalfa reduced
subjects parlor vir azalea Flint
banality algebra list
generations allure the menu lead
hesitates azure yes fam emu level
negates pasture emits responsible
self-abducted pleasure omits dyslexia

02.10.2016

floor stuffed wanted
storage cookie route



rising certain farms
sloping shops puddle

chaos floor stuffed wanted
storage gathering cookie route
rising certain hurdles farms
sloping shops puddle factual

chaos floor stuffed edge wanted
storage gathering syntax cookie route
rising conspiracy certain hurdles farms
sentence sloping shops puddle factual

chaos floor scapegoats
stuffed inflammatory edge
wanted social
storage seizes gathering
syntax classes cookie
route culminates
rising carnival conspiracy
certain pseudo-hurdles
farms emergence
sentence eclipses sloping
shops garner puddle
factual practical powers



vehicular chaos floor scapegoats
stuffed twice inflammatory edge
wanted social ladder
storage seizes letters gathering
syntax lathers classes cookie
latter route culminates
rising charcoal carnival conspiracy
certain pseudo-hurdles industrial
farms underlying emergence
sentence coastal eclipses sloping
Ardennes shops garner puddle
factual encompassing practical powers

kingdom rising charcoal carnival conspiracy
conventional certain pseudo-hurdles industrial
farms convection underlying emergence
was vehicular chaos floor scapegoats
stuffed allied twice inflammatory edge
region wanted social ladder
storage Wallonia seizes letters gathering
trees syntax lathers classes cookie
latter rivers route culminates
concoction sentence coastal eclipses sloping
Ardennes sparsely shops garner puddle
carved factual encompassing practical powers

canoeing kingdom rising charcoal carnival conspiracy
conventional forest certain pseudo-hurdles industrial
farms convection arable underlying emergence
was vehicular chaos floor rugged scapegoats
stuffed allied twice inflammatory edge territory
region wanted social ragged ladder
storage Wallonia seizes balloon letters gathering
trees syntax lathers classes steel cookie
latter rivers route furnaces culminates



concoction sentence coastal geological eclipses sloping
Ardennes sparsely pudding shops garner puddle
carved factual encompassing practical zinc powers

fringe canoeing kingdom rising
charcoal literature carnival conspiracy
conventional forest open certain
pseudo-hurdles industrial opem
farms convection neglect arable
underlying mania emergence
was saddle vehicular chaos
masks floor rugged scapegoats
stuffed disquiet allied twice
inflammatory edge presence territory
region wanted social room
ragged comparison ladder
heteronyms storage Wallonia seizes
anxiety balloon letters gathering
trees unknowingly syntax lathers
classes steel prose cookie
latter rivers route alter egos
furnaces multifaceted culminates
concoction aesthetic sentence coastal
personalities geological eclipses sloping
Ardennes handwriting sparsely pudding
shops garner biographical puddle
carved factual charts encompassing
practical zinc powers devised

charcoal l]\iterature carnival conspiracy
inflammatory \edge presence territory
region wanted ]\\-]social room
underlying ]\-\mania emergence
was saddle vehicular chaos
practical zinc powers dev-]-\ised



masks floor r\ugged scapegoats
stuffed disqu-iet allied twice
ragged comparison ]-ladder sloping
heteronyms storage Wallonia seizes
anxiety balloon le]\tters gathering
shops garner biographic\al puddle
trees unknowingly s]-yntax lathers
classes steel prose \cookie
conventio-nal forest open certain
Ardennes handwriting s-parsely pudding
pseudo-hu]rdles industrial opem
farms conv-\\ection neglect arable
carved factual charts en-\compassing
latter rivers route\ -\alter egos
furnaces multiface\ted culminates
fringe ]-]\canoeing kingdom rising
concoction aestheti]-c sentence coastal
personalities geologi\-\---\\cal eclipses

charcoal l]\iterat carnival conspiracy
inflammatory \ed presence territory
region wanted ]\-]soil room
underlying ]\ania emerence
was saddle veicular chaos
ractical zinc powers dev-]-\ised
maks floor rugged scapegoats
lure vers route\ -\alter gos
funaces multiface\ted culminat
wine ]-]\canoeing kingdom rising
moon aestheti]-c sentence coastal
naities geologi\-\---\\cal eclipses
stued disquet allied twice
raggedcomrison ]-ladder sloping
heteronysstorage Wallonia seizes
anxietyaloon le]\tters gathering
shops arne iographic\al puddle
trees knowingy s]-yntax lathers
classesteel proe \cookie
conveninal fores open certain



Ardendwriting -parsely pudding
pseuo-hu]rdles industial opem
farconv-\\ection neglc arable
caved factual charts en-\copassing

naities geologi\-\--\\cl eclipses
stued disquet alliic
raggedcomrison ]-dder sloing
heteronysstoragenia seie
anxietyaloon le\tters gathering
shops arne iographic\al puddle
tees knowingy -yntax lathers
clssesteel pro \cookie
coneninal fospen certain
Ardenwriting-parsely pudding
pseuo-h]rdls industial opem
farconv-\eon neglc arable
charcoal l]\iterat carnival
consrc inflammatory \ed
presence territory
rgion wanted ]\-]soil
roomunrying ]\ania emerence
wash stale veicular chao
racticalzinc powers dv-]-\ised
makes floo rugged scapoats
lure vers roue \alter gos
funaces multifacted cuminat
vine ]-]\canoeing kdom sing
moon aestheti]-c sent coastal
caved facaarts en-\copassing

trait geologi\-\--\\cl eclipses
discipline disquet alliic
chastise ]-dder sloing
mentality unified seie



garb fully le\tters gathering
shops pagan iographic\al puddle
tees personal-yntax lathers
flaw, pro \cookie
coneninal innovates certain
coherence parsely pudding
raised h]rdls industial opem
fereting\neon neglc arable
charcoal preceding carnival
immediate inflammatory \seed
presence axiomatic territory
unthinking wanted ]\-]soil
luminous ]\ania emerence
was sale exegesis chao
confronted powers dv-]-\ised
absurd, narrated rugged scapoats
lure vers roue \alter gos
metaphysical multifacted cuminat
ine ]-]\canoeing Kohoutenberg sing
Pessoa aestheti]-c sent coastal
caved facaarts en-unconscious

02.11.2016

trait vacant \\cl eclipses
discipline disquet soap
chastise ]-porcelain slowing
mentality unified waste
garb fully le\tters croak
shops pagan nickel puddle
tees personal-clock lathers
flaw, antennae\cookie
coffee innovates certain
coherence roaming pudding
raised cafeterias industial
pool hall \neon neglc arable



charcoal flickering carnival
immediate whisper napkin
presence axiomatic catfish
unthinking wanted rat trap
luminous invisible emerence
was sale exegesis janitorial
confronted powers dissolved
absurd, narrated rugged scrap
goats lure vers wires\alter gos
metaphysical multifacted strata
ine ]-]\canoeing goose fuzz
spoon damage sent coastal
caved hungry en-unconscious

trait vacant scorpions eclipses
discipline phosphorescent soap
degenerates porcelain slowing
absorption unified waste
garb fully carbon medicine
shops pagan nickel screaming
crossed personal-clock lathers
flaw, antennae fingers
coffee innovates dawn
coherence roaming freight
raised cafeterias dust
pallet jack\neon flesh arable
paper flickering carnival
immediate horses, railroad
squealing axiomatic catfish
unthinking shivering day job
luminous invisible jalapeno
was scale exegesis ozone
obsidian heaving dissolved
absurd, bamboo rugged scrap
goats lure stripped wires\alter
irrigation ditch strata
spasms outskirts goose fuzz
spoon damage lobster coastal
caved hungry wooden suits



every citizen vacant scorpions eclipses
twice removed phosphorescent soap
hustler and porcelain slowing
play ball unified waste
weaponsalve fully carbon medicine
chassis, renew pagan nickel screaming
bother with personal-clock lathers
against, dogs antennae fingers
scientists and innovates dawn
the secret roaming freight
the purity cafeterias dust
pallet jack\neon flesh live ones
paper flickering embrace every
immediate horses, the ground
area, the sea axiomatic catfish
so down shivering day job
with insect invisible jalapeno
with spears scale exegesis ozone
lamb shad heaving dissolved
absurd, bamboo rugged flutes
goats lure stripped copper
irrigation ditch the heat wave
spasms outskirts goose scratching
spoon damage lobster they are
caved hungry wooden cartwheels

every citizen vacant celebrated electronics
twice removed and guitar outbuildings
hustler and found is listed
play ball experimental conclusion
weaponsalve fully social networks
chassis, renew pagan bears witness
radio with poets mapping
against, dogs between forms



scientists eventually began
the secret collaborated regrets
the purity sets itself apart from
pallet jack\neon flesh textures
paper flickering consumers
immediate horses, associations
the sea, axiomatic catfish
vanishing shivering day job
with insect analysis jalapeno
with concrescent exegesis ozone
lamb shad brandishing dissolved
absurd, highway recording
lungs cantaloupe copper
irrigation ditch the aromatic
spasms mud pink air Panama the
spoon damage lobster hands empty
mosquito shrinking footnotes

structures bodies phase the
most focus power relations
raised by instabilities
which are extreme production
performances documented in
the starling sweaterworks

and used structures bodies phase the
most cut-up focus power relations
raised by another are instabilities
which are extreme original texts production
performances documented pages experience in
the backwardsforwardsmiddle method



and used structures bodies phase
the presidential nomination
most cut-up focus power
relations caused unease leading
raised by another are
instabilities at the caucuses
obtaining which are extreme
original superdelegates slightly
texts in the Democratic spots
select production categories
given performances documented
pages simplified their members
experience in state process increased
the backwardsforwardsmiddle method

explicit used structures bodies phase
the writings nomination
most cut-photographers focus power
relations caused unease moving
raised by subjects are
instabilities juxtaposition the caucuses
folded which are extreme
original narratives slightly
texts in rearranged Democratic spots
select production repetitions
given continuous documented
pages readers their members
experience in musical process increased
the example flash composite method

explicit used structures identity phase
the materially nomination
most cut-photographers unread power
relations caused minutes moving



raised by text are
instabilities juxtaposition unreadable
folded which manifesto extreme
original departure slightly
texts in rearranged dismissed spots
select attention repetitions
given activities documented
pages readers tempt members
experience in long frogs invert
the critical distort express method

explicit x-ray structures identity phase
the reason industry nomination
most atmospheres unread power
relations atomic minutes moving
raised by syllable experiments are
instabilities substance unreadable
folded ammunition extreme
packing material believes
silent nuclear farms research
isotope husks repetitions
weather patterns capitulated
conditions indicate precautions snow
memo energy in long frogs invert
the norm blanketed security method

explicit x-ray circled identity phase
the reason black holes
most atmospheres unread detector
collision atomic minutes moving
raised mirror syllable experiments are
instabilities substance spacetime
folded sensitive extreme
gravitational material believes
silent waves farms research



isotope husks ripple
weather objects capitulated
conditions evidence precautions snow
memo energy marks long frogs invert
the signal merger acceleration method

riot act x-ray circled identity phase
magistrates panicked maps black holes
liberty equal unread detector
suffrage banners minutes moving
wharf speakers syllable experiments are
framed discipline substance spacetime
contemporary morninng unaffordable
population occurred anti-poverty
freedom received farms research
participatory democracy husks ripple
attack Peterloo gentlemen capitulated
unnamed as interpreted precautions snow
masque of anarchy long frogs invert
the newspaper acceleration method
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Kurt Kindermann

17 hrs ·

"News
The DNC Just Screwed Over Bernie Sanders and Spit in Voters’ Faces
Hugh Wharton | February 10, 2016
Facebook
Twitter

You may have heard of superdelegates before today, but you may not have realized how
antithetical the idea is to democracy itself until now.



Bernie Sanders took 60% of the popular vote among the Democratic race on Tuesday, but
because of the delegate process, Bernie Sanders will leave with a minimum of 13 delegates. At
the same time, challenger Hillary Clinton (who lost by more than a 20-point margin among the
electorate) walks aways with no fewer than 15.

So how does that work?

To break it down, New Hampshire has 24 “pledged” delegates determined by the vote, of which
Sanders won 13 and Clinton won 9. However, the state also put forward 8 “superdelegates,”
who are insiders in the state’s Democratic party who are free to vote how they choose. Six of
these are already pledged to Clinton, with the other two remaining undecided, meaning Sanders
can only (at best) tie with Clinton, despite his commanding lead.

In the national race, Clinton already has 394 delegates out of a total of 4,763, compared to only
42 for Bernie Sanders. Of those pledged to Clinton, 360 are superdelegates, whereas Sanders
has only picked up 8 in this category. 2,382 delegates are needed to win the party’s
nomination."

Hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

The DNC Just Screwed Over Bernie Sanders and Spit in Voters' Faces
You may have heard of superdelegates before today, but you may not have realized how
antithetical the idea is to democracy itself until now. Bernie Sanders took 60%…
USUNCUT.COM
LikeCommentShare
Warren C. Fry and 4 others like this.

Comments

Jim Leftwich http://www.pastemagazine.com/.../after-sanders-big-win-in...
After Sanders' Big Win in New Hampshire, Establishment Figures Want to Scare You…
PASTEMAGAZINE.COM
Like · Reply · Remove Preview · 1 · 4 hrs
Kurt Kindermann That article doesn't make me feel better, except I'm happy people aren't just
letting this go unnoticed.
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 1 hr
Jim Leftwich superdelegates are not new. they have been part of the process since 1984. they
are part of the general backlash against trends towards a more participatory democracy,
something the party leaders have never found desirable.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superdelegate#History
Like · Reply · 1 · 1 hr · Edited
Kurt Kindermann That's the thing-- They've made rules to keep their way going on in perpetuity.
The more corrupt, the better.



Like · Reply · 1 hr
Jim Leftwich remember the line from Shelley, "ye are many, they are few" -- well, they know that
as well as we do, and they do whatever is needed to guard against its obvious implications.
Like · Reply · 1 · 1 hr
Kurt Kindermann well said!
Like · Reply · 56 mins
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widespread but on the mind
to lo-fi day in the
evening snow, chance flea
market could beguile into
inches bang foggy
snow, it points to
probability, soma thigh
accumulations, west of
sleep should come no
clipper experiences in
certainty, from the
winter storm on the weekend.

end arou widespread but on the mind
to ther by lo-fi day in the
evening snow, ulat one chance flea
market could beguile pon inn into
inches bang foggy pick don snow,
it points of shorn to probability,
not on soma thigh histe cal
accumulations, west of sleep neur
ing should come no clipper experiences
pear lum in certainty, from the year rativ
winter storm on the little into weekend
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William Burroughs, The Third Mind
I enclose an experiment in machine writing that anyone can do on his own typewriter. The
experiment consists in passing any prose through a grid. The prose I selected for the present
example was press criticisms of Naked Lunch and my latest book, Dead Fingers Talk. John
Wain, Philip Toynbee, Anthony Quinton (whoever he may be), John Donnelley ("), some joker
from The New Yorker and Time. I selected mostly unfavorable criticisms with a special attention
to meaningless machine-turned phrases such as "irrelevant honesty of hysteria," "the pocked
dishonored flesh," "ironically the format is banal," etc. Then ruled off a grid (Grid I) and wove the
prose into it like start a sentence from J. Wain in square 1, continue in squares 3, 5 and 7. Now
a sentence from Toynbee started in squares 2, 4 and 6. The reading of the grid back to straight
prose can be done say one across and one down. Of course there are any number of ways in
which the grid can be read off. I found that the material fell into dialogue form and seemed to
contain some quite remarkable prose which I can enthuse over without immodesty since it
contains no words of my own other than such quotations from my work as the critics themselves
had selected. Of course this is only one of many possible grids. Here the units are square for
convenience on the typewriter but this need not be adhered to. No doubt the mathematically
inclined could progress from plane to solid geometry and put prose through spheres and cubes
and hexagons.
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the mind end arou widespread but on
in the in the to ther by lo-fi day
chance flea evening snow, ulat one
into market could beguile pon inn
don snow, inches bang foggy pick
probability, it points of shorn to
histe cal not on soma thigh histe



sleep neur accumulations, west of
experiences ing should come no clipper
rativ pear lum in certainty, from the year
into weekend winter storm on the little

into rative experiences
sleep histe probability

sleep into into
rativ pear
weekend rativ histe

little year clipper
of histe to pick

proclaim the mind end arou widespread but on
in present the in the to ther by lo-fi day
chance flea time evening snow, ulat one
into market could over beguile pon inn
proclaim don snow, inches bang foggy pick
probability present, it points of shorn to
histe cal over not on soma thigh histe
sleep neur accumulations time, west of
present experiences ing should come no clipper
rativ time pear lum in certainty, from the year
into weekend over winter storm on the little
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using proclaim the mind
zines end arou widespread
fold-in writers but on
writers in present the
produce in the to
collaboration ther by
combinations lo-fi
much in common day
Rimbaud chance flea time
infinite evening snow, ulat
material what alone
method into market could
perfectly over beguile pon
were were experience inn
any other proclaim don snow,
in using inches bang foggy
repetition continually pick
order probability present, it
time to points of shorn
flashing resulting to
page backward histe cal over
extends read not on soma
middle thistle thigh histe
else sleep neur accumulations
like any written time, west of
newspapers present experiences
spoon as unprecedented arising
number of scale should come no
rearrange subjects clipper
juxtaposed extant rativ time
narrative frequencies pear
terrifying lump in certainty,
delete musical from the year
electrical telescope into weekend



empty sky sheltering ancestors
over visible soap cigarette
winter storm on scissors brick
eyes the little opposites

using proclaim the mind
i think therefore zines end arou widespread
rub out the fold-in writers but on
i think therefore writers in present the
rub out the produce in the to
i think therefore collaboration ther by
rub out the combinations lo-fi
i think therefore much in common day
rub out the Rimbaud chance flea time
i think therefore infinite evening snow, ulat
rub out the material what alone
i think therefore method into market could
rub out the perfectly over beguile pon
i think therefore were were experience inn
rub out the any other proclaim don snow,

rub out the in using inches bang foggy
rub out the repetition continually pick
i think therefore order probability present, it
i think therefore time to points of shorn
rub out the flashing resulting to
rub out the page backward histe cal over
i think therefore extends read not on soma
i think therefore middle thistle thigh histe
rub out the else sleep neur accumulations
rub out the like any written time, west of
i think therefore newspapers present experiences
i think therefore spoon as unprecedented arising
rub out the number of scale should come no
rub out the rearrange subjects clipper



i think therefore rub out the juxtaposed
extant rativ time i think therefore rub
out the narrative frequencies pear
i think therefore rub out the terrifying
lump in certainty, i think therefore
rub out the delete musical from the year
i think therefore rub out the electrical
telescope into weekend i think therefore
rub out the empty sky sheltering ancestors
i think therefore rub out the over visible
soap cigarette i think therefore rub out
the winter storm on scissors brick i think
therefore rub out the eyes the little opposites

how to prairies are magic
during that is your
appearance demonstrates
the Chinese will your
aural boat word pictufore
hills mate vocation fog
behind the sentence
stricture, appearance
has an audience their
stand-point between the
real. hills map out the
hills. but lost is more
work than i will shoe
about the boat. the dance
of maps is ancient meat.



breathe how to prairies are magic
in during that is your
the appearance demonstrates
words the Chinese will your
words aural boat word pictufore
breathe hills mate vocation fog
in behind the sentence
thee stricture, appearance
in has an audience their
thee stand-point between the
words real. hills map out the
breathe hills. but lost is more
the work than i will shoe
breath about the boat. the dance
in of maps is ancient meat.

breathe thee how to prairies are magic
in in during that is your
the the appearance demonstrates
words words the Chinese will your
words breathe aural boat word pictufore
breathe breathe hills mate vocation fog
in the behind the sentence
thee in stricture, appearance
in words has an audience their
thee the stand-point between the
words words real. hills map out the
breathe breathe hills. but lost is more
the in work than i will shoe
breath breathe about the boat. the dance
in in of maps is ancient meat.

in in during th---]at is your
the the appearance demonstrates
brea-]the how to prairies are magic



in du-]-r\ing that is your
the appearance demonstrates
words the Chinese will your
breathe breathe hills. but lost\]- is more
the in work than i will shoe\
breath breathe about the boa-\t. the dance
in in of maps is ancient meat.
words aural boat word pictufore
br]\eathe hills mate vocation fog
in behind the sentence
thee stricture, appearance
thee in stricture, a]-\ppearance
in words has an audienc-]\-]]\e their
thee the stand-point between ]the
words words real. hills map o-]\\ut the
i\]-n has an audience their
the\]-e stand-point between the
words]\-- real. hills map out the
breathe \hills. but lost is more
words words the ]Chinese will your
words breathe aur\al boat word pictufore
breathe breathe h]]-ills mate vocation fog
in the behind the ]-\sentence
work -\-\than i will shoe
breath abo]\-ut the boat. the dance
in of maps --\is ancient meat.
breathe thee\\]]] how to prairies are magic

in in dur th---]at is your
the thpernedemonstrates
brea-]he how to praries
are magic
in i f maps is ancient meat.
wordsural boat word pictufore
br]\eth ills mate vocation fog
in beh te sentence
thee trictur, appearance
theein strictue, a]-\ppearance
in ords has an adienc-]\-]]\e their



the the stand-poin between ]the
wds words real. hi ap o-]\\ut the
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wds]\-- real. hills map out te
reathe \hills. but lost is morewords
words the ]Chinese will your breathe
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is morewords
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word pictufore
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in beh t sentencthee
trictr, appearance
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John Crouse & Jim Leftwich
Acts 8380 - 8393

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED EIGHTY



skin deportations clapped: "disapproval resistance bent"
their umbrellas suck: "reveals an era"
advisor voters recapture: "contentious and they"
handout knocking decline: "protest the others"
respect rebrand refreshing: "discard while occur"
contrasts fundraising aisles: "trauma and similar"
chatted bipartisan lifetime: "vocal shaken alone"
capability travel hyperbolic: "tumult and vivid"
reciting immigration elsewhere: "response to campus"
military applause scarier: "socially preserved historian"
corruption messianic wintertime: "outrage and late"
employees jabs promenade: "root of class."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED EIGHTY ONE

illegal girls logo: "disapproval reveals contentious"
prize spends stoking: "protest discard trauma"
business chuckles lawless: "vocal tumult response"
oppose alien mansion: "socially outrage root"
undocumented that boasts: "skin their advisor"
includes served proportion: "handout respect contrasts"
community deemed downright: "chatted capability reciting"
fringe happily pesticides: "military corruption employees"
magazines corporations cheeks: "illegal prize business"
scorpion chipping bankrolled: "oppose undocumented includes"
slashing alliance overturning: "community fringe magazines"
volunteer taxpayer progressive: "volunteer slashing scorpion."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED EIGHTY TWO

duration depth paradigmatically: "duration because identity"
harpoon because hardon: "because identity duration"
industrialization identity casket: "identity duration because"
democratic reductively implicit: "duration identity identity"



response journalistic iconography: "because casket implicit"
ambivalent excellence chronology: "because duration duration"
consumerist faculties illustrations: "identity casket duration"
optimism distress billboard: "because identity implicit"
zombie barrage nausea: "duration casket implicit"
magazines cheerfully condescendingly: "clavichord cleanser three"
vertigo trespassed clavichord: "concerns verdict postwar"
gadgetry obligatory cleanser: "haptic liberation engulf."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED EIGHTY THREE

designation concerns controversies: "means before handmade"
bodily verdict reception: "at self apparent"
comingling postwar coronation: "is self aware"
illusion haptic rhetoric: "against years ago"
sensitivity liberation interference: "against years ago"
architectural engulf obliteration: "the streets the"
suffused materiality performing: "how opens that"
assumed confront anticipating: "vibrant talked used"
sculpting laughing researched: "how opens that"
quarterly telegraph psychology: "means at is"
stroke anvil cinquefoil: "before self self"
pathways luckily antiquity: "apparent aware ago."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED EIGHTY FOUR

connections physics affairs: "paths that film"
performances particles downtowns: "that film paths"
sublets preparations maintains: "film paths that"
peppers caskets rainbows: "through the china"
chalks kitchens turfs: "the china through"
dances bracelets suicides: "china through the"
traditions candies incorporates: "itself as one"
airplanes openings rehearses: "as one itself"
sculptures nightclubs beaches: "one itself as"



suns movies railroads: "paths through itself"
books identities panhandlers: "through itself paths"
downbeats mentorships innocents: "itself paths through."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED EIGHTY FIVE

documentary has been: "has been documentary"
sense of self: "self sense of"
masterpiece of contemporary: "of contemporary masterpiece"
such as concierges: "such touch wireless"
touch the future: "touch wireless such"
wireless technology enables: "wireless such touch"
the waterproof body: "the knew never"
knew it better: "knew never the"
never will rust: "never the new"
the breast pump: "make it new"
and withholding pay: "mark it newt"
feet ahead of: "muck at not."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED EIGHTY SIX

whimsical or practical: "whimsical versus diamond"
laser chain comprehensive: "where symbol collectors"
versus logistics sandblasted: "additional act mugging"
bicycle tweens shelves: "satellite conjugation juror"
diamond because fog: "or chain logistics"
where is russia: "tweens because is"
lifestyle supply illuminates: "supply bracket retina"
symbol bracket scarecrow: "supply bracket retina"
abounds retina horseplay: "eternally marriage quest"
collectors eternally avocado: "eternally mirage quest"
additional marriage emigrated: "eternally marriage guest"
refitted quest famous: "eternally mirage guest."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED EIGHTY SEVEN

judging lectured juggling: "if times over"
mugging middling lactate: "Hampshire does bound"
satellite young reference: "caucuses elected candidate"
passion hubris perfect: "if and part"
conjugation showcases genitals: "the or here"
what the hell: "are whenever extends"
juror are rivalries: "eventually Sanders can"
astringent underway euphemistically: "delegates party McGovern"
pixelated turd occupational: "finger created profoundly"
pertinent architecture armpit: "support who primaries"
known to include: "those while walloped"
accommodates these ambitions: "tracker Clinton despite."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED EIGHTY EIGHT

defense foil region: "how leaders created"
formidable heightened keep: "themselves sorts year"
joint fighter climate: "described was imagine"
evening shaking reenactment: "back former including"
soldiers reflections setbacks: "several table tips"
mausoleums fingertips kisses: "several table taps"
clock panic occupation: "more system will"
washed lips grievances: "system will more"
skyward genocide clarity: "will more system"
undertake aftermath snot: "until would become"
gunshot keystone whistleblower: "far bean find"
allow paraded occupy: "chance is fever."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED EIGHTY NINE



newspapers personhood constitution: "kick the habit"
airwaves skeleton rummage: "kick the orbit"
fan farrago overthrow: "thick the habit"
insidious exploited tucked: "sick the orbit"
capable scream century: "kick the hobbit"
newborn transactions deliberations: "orbit the habit"
secrecy massive session: "thick the kicks"
corporation decode renew: "kick the pricks"
printing vulva cancellations: "habit the hobbit"
downbeat indicators childhood: "hobble the orbit"
applications scab dagger: "hubble the habit"
invoice clef bulbous: "rubble the rabbit."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED NINETY

spooky your ourselves: "selves our elephant"
you elephant you: "serves our elephant"
me my thing: "elves our elephant"
nimbostratus their obverse: "swerves our elephant"
curses them yours: "selves fire hydrant"
us we neutral: "elf sour elephant"
cream selves shelves: "self flour elephant"
cleavage begotten me: "four self elephant"
bimbo the we: "capitalism flour elephant"
wee capitalism scientists: "sour scientists hydrant"
where is china: "self china selves"
waves are colliding: "serves our swerves."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED NINETY ONE

blanket king renaissance: "corporation fake pizza"
corporation vomit trophy: "is our antlers"
fake antlers bowties: "some ties conflict"
pizza our disappearing: "widely stake wrote"



exactly is it: "occupying unsigned pieces"
returned to shooting: "under articles decade"
an abandoned country: "nothing was seen"
ventriloquist battleship tobacco: "they knew they"
pocketbook homicide geologic: "free for shifting"
and like before: "abandon their conclusions"
creeping freedom partnership: "seek to cut"
transgender redemption transnational: "the free worker."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED NINETY TWO

high deny lambskin: "should fused capitalist"
trills checkers nostrils: "tie them with"
longer phone oil: "seem manipulate always"
please hair cancellation: "positive the even"
membership battleship hacksaw: "this feeling even"
feathers than earnest: "the classes the"
cork leek eel: "Warhol was not"
undermined accepted healthcare: "than beyond rates"
blowing raccoon steamship: "it seems case"
candle sleek wigwam: "sun and sea"
coughing knuckles pontoon: "style wanted bodies"
peer zipper pier: "what shit made."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED NINETY THREE

lips evolution scholar: "mimeo provides the"
pork showmanship essential: "openly academic war"
stooge cancan exactitude: "also to censor"
clasped orangutan indicator: "entire celebrated mad"
tankard litter respire: "the needless conservatism"
yawn thunderhead accolade: "movements Kesey spoken"
crisped bacterial beltway: "draft family tissue"
noses recognition trenchant: "many for thought"
almost amen again: "food for multitudes"



whiskers tachycardia strabismus: "Couch enough at"
conch hunchback sweeten: "magazine cover later"
preheat denominator payday: "taboo was alludes."
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or be place public threatened
there and the first
an exposed atmosphere
privatize what thus access
by no thin in mayhem
think mention very have
turns for with the time
exists another form of
commonly mastered ambiguity
to complete maintains to
vanquish, endlessly
tomorrow, there is no
breakfast gasoline stuck
in the video history, this.

founded be place public threatened
there fundraising the first
an exposed undemocratic
privatize what thus history
by no thin in surpass
think mention very full
turns for with elite time
exists abundant form of



frequently mastered ambiguity
to contours maintains to
vanquish, insider against
tomorrow, there consolidated no
breakfast gasoline Trump
in the video fierce, this.

or Clinton place public threatened
there and telling, first
an exposed unsurprising
privatize what thus massive
by no thin future mayhem
think raised very have
turns gifts with the time
immediately another form of
commonly dollars ambiguity
to complete candidate to
support, declared endlessly
tomorrow, there money no
breakfast gasoline cash
in the video absence, this.

or be place public two
there and polls, first
zero exposed atmosphere
privatize despite thus access
by no thirty in mayhem
think mention secured have
turns for with the elsewhere
exists another Iowa of
commonly frontrunner ambiguity
to trails maintains to
historic pool endlessly



tomorrow, digits is no
breakfast Carolina stuck
in the favorite history, this.

or be parallel public threatened
there and seven first
an exposed squadron
privatize what barrier access
by no January in mayhem
think mention weaker have
turns for senators the time
exists another obtain of
commonly mastered current
to complete national to
vanquish, divided while
tomorrow, there party no
breakfast gasoline clinch
in the Democratic history, this.

platform be place public threatened
billionaire and the first
Sanders exposed atmosphere
robust what thus access
probably no thin in mayhem
hand mention very have
obstacles for with the time
hand another form of
socialist mastered ambiguity
willing complete maintains to
can although endlessly
anti-democratic there is no
meanwhile gasoline stuck
cannot the video history, this.



or liberal place public threatened
there credentials the first
an data atmosphere
privatize asserted thus access
by ubiquitous thin in mayhem
think delusional very have
turns calvacade with the time
exists Columbus form of
commonly spread ambiguity
to month maintains to
vanquish, rather that
tomorrow, debate elites is no
breakfast conservatism stuck
in altering video history, this.

or be place public quixotic
there and the sound
an exposed unworkable
privatize what thus single
by no thin in innocence
think mention very existence
turns for with the convictions
exists another form Clinton
commonly mastered hostile
to complete maintains along
vanquish, outsider status
tomorrow, there is fire
breakfast gasoline library
in the video thinking, this.

morn be place public threatened
there born the first



an exposed delight
privatize what thus delight
by no thin in night
think mention very lie
turns for with eye time
exists every form of
some mastered ambiguity
to some maintains to
vanquish, some
tomorrow, there we no
breakfast when stuck
in the which history, this.

or slumber place public threatened
there and number first
an exposed dew
privatize what thus you
by no thin few mayhem
think lions very have
turns unvanquishable with the time
chains another form of
commonly sleep ambiguity
to complete many to
vanquish, rise
tomorrow, there in no
breakfast gasoline shake
in the video which, this.

or be place private threatened
there adopt the first
groundbreaking exposed atmosphere
privatize generatic thus access
by no desired in mayhem
think mention masculine have
turns for with the ordinary



exists another income of
commonly shortage ambiguity
to fishing maintains to
anti-bourgeois endlessly
tomorrow, rejected is no
breakfast enlightened stuck
in the video abandon, this.

itself be place public threatened
there unrest the first
handbook exposed atmosphere
privatize application thus access
book no thin in mayhem
think cabaret very have
voltaire for with the time
exists 1970s form of
inventions mastered ambiguity
to virus maintains to
throat, endlessly
reason, there is no
breakfast genetically stuck
mutation the video history, this.

or be place public binding
there and rats first
an exposed inferential
privatize what animal access
by no thin doubtful mayhem
think mention very tactics
turns for with traps time
exists another form vampiric
commonly replicates ambiguity
to complete maintains eye
symbiosis, endlessly
tomorrow, there is virulent



breakfast parasite stuck
in the video remote, this.

or be motel public threatened
there and belly first
an exposed visions
privatize what giant access
by no thin in walk
think mention very defunct
turns for with zombie time
exists journey form of
real mastered ambiguity
to family maintains to
vanquish, horror
tomorrow, there is crumbling
breakfast ghostly stuck
in Croaker video history, this.

civilization burning vulnerable system
pen stellae sky bends sacred storm
skulls grievous books infest their
temple fish defected raining worms
in organized educations overthrown
by workers arrival in evidence seemingly
axiomatic verse hermetic stump
captured smoke catalogue sonnets
survived the edges swept hat vandalism
clear the lot by burning absolute
bodies sun sky ancient identity
assignment of body language
deleted from western projects
c ;r4 9r[ \r]\greg]r[regp \
34 54t \6 5u6u6 u6u7 i\\\ l\l\9]
scrambler loose gravel sanity



while no doubt hieroglyphs
bubbling facts speech biologic
practice after backwards shut
seen in facts the same tape toe
the the thet hte het hetheththe the
self-not self-be self-customs
selrigid self-passport self-label
self-verbal self-word self-forced
self-must self-you self-prove
self-prepared self-control corn
troll self-toll self-is self-identity
self-permanent self-rigid self-self
sel-frigid sell self rigid seal sea
seep seepselfsealselfseaselfsalt
.t /t;; t;,5 ;78 9o\]\  g[34[4[4t

the plane mind if categorical
the English upon when demands
the language replaced mental whole
the place the another the only
the spoken where both the bent

civilization scathing vulnerable system
pen stellae opinion bends sacred storm
skulls grievous books branch their
temple fish defected raining fled
in organized educations textualism
by workers arrival in solid seemingly
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http://nikoskorpio.net/log/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/William-S.-Burroughs-and-Brion-Gysin-Th
e-Third-Mind-complete.pdf
INTERVIEWER: HOW did you become interested in the cut-up technique?



BURROUGHS: A friend, Brion Gysin, an American poet and painter, who has lived in Europe for
thirty years, was, as far as I know, the first to create cut-ups. His cut-up poem, "Minutes to Go,"
was broadcast by the BBC and later published in a pamphlet. I was in Paris in the summer of
1960; this was after the publication there of Naked Lunch. I became interested in the
possibilities of this technique, and I began experimenting myself. Of course, when you think of it,
"The Waste Land" was the first great cut-up collage, and Tristan Tzara had done a bit along the
same lines. Dos Passos used the same idea in "The Camera Eye" sequences in U.S.A. I felt I
had been working toward the same goal; thus it was a major revelation to me when I actually
saw it being done.
INTERVIEWER: What do cut-ups offer the reader that conventional narrative doesn't?
BURROUGHS: Any narrative passage or any passage, say, of poetic images is subject to any
number of variations, all of which may be interesting and valid in their own right. A page of Rim-
baud cut up and rearranged will give you quite new images. Rimbaud images—real Rimbaud
images—but new ones.
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from John Cage's Writings
by ERBERTO F. LO BUE
Institute of Tibetan Studies

Burroughs had learned from a fellow expatriate, Brion Gysin, to use a technique which led to
what they termed "cut up," an art which demands a minimum of creative or critical endeavor.
The writer simply takes a page with words on it, cuts or tears it up, and puts it together again,
preferably with bits from other pages that might be expected to produce baffling or amusing
semantic juxtapositions. Gysin himself had jumbled up choice extracts from works by
Shakespeare, Eliot, Huxley and others on a tape recorder and published the results as a poem,
called the Song of Songs. Burroughs favored the most popular parts of James Joyce (the end of
The Dead, for instance), such Shakespearean passages as one might find in any anthology, a
little Kafka, and a good many excerpts from other more or less literary writers. Aiming at
originality, Burroughs also developed a novelmaking process of his own, which he named
"fold-in," involving crosscolumn reading and random word play. Cut-ups were already known in
1881 to the mathematician and logician, C.L. Dodgson (Lewis Carroll), who used his specialized
knowledge to carry the art of nonsense to a peak:

For first you write a sentence,
And then you chop it small;
Then mix the bits, and sort them out
Just as they chance to fall:
The order of the phrases makes
No difference at all. [Carroll 1931:790]

The Dadaist Marcel Duchamp, a close friend of Cage, took Lewis Carroll's suggestion, and
using musical intervals instead of words wrote Musical Erratum (1913). Cut-ups even have a
precedent in the work of a sixth-century grammarian, Vergilius Maro, who wrote a series of
fifteen epitomae on the more unusual literary experiments. Number 13 is devoted to the "ars
scissendi," the art of cutting up, and is in all important respects a fair description of what
Burroughs does today. According to Maro, the ultimate here was achieved by one Gallungus,
who chopped up a sentence until it began: "PPPP.PPP.RRR.RRR.LM.SSS." Burroughs's Nova
Express is not quite as impenetrable as this, but as a folded-in composite of many writers living
and dead, it remains Burroughs's most opaque and difficult text-a series of syntactic
manipulations more than anything else.
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from A Trip from Here to There (Gysin Homage Two)
by Ian MacFadyen

Gysin was familiar with Haiku through his study of calligraphy and would have known the
importance of kireji, or “cut-words” in this poetic art. Examples of such “cut-words” are kana,
which marks the end of a haiku, suggesting a sigh or a feeling like “Ah!” or “Oh!,” ya, which
divides a haiku into two, drawing attention to the relationship of the two parts, or questioning this
relationship, and keri, which signifies a pause or a stop. These particles are usually left out of
English translations of haiku — they have no precise, literal meaning but indicate a space for an
emotional response, or a perceptual insight, though the emotion or the meaning is not identified
and must come empathetically from the reader of the poem. Examples: “Bloodstained snow /
razor thrown away / Violets kana,” “Girls laugh ya / Painted paper lanterns / in the Spring rain.,”
“A late blue / butterfly glides keri / Mist mountains.” Gysin reacted with hilarity to the initial
effects of the cut-up technique — the concatenation and the run-on of phrases at first glance
privileged comical juxtaposition and hysterical incongruity. But his own later use, and that of
Burroughs’, clearly reveal their recognition of the significance of the spaces between phrases —
marked by diagonal slashes or horizontal dashes, by ellipses or by asterisks, by blank spaces of
varying lengths or by vertical placement, these devices signal not only a juxtaposition, but a
gap, an absence, a caesura, where the reader pauses, questions and resolves the link or the
contrast between severed phrases . . . These cut-marks function in ways akin to Japanese
“cut-words” — they are particles which both reveal the process of textual creation and signal
those rhythmic breaks, those spaces which the reader must fill and resolve, through emotional
empathy and semantic divination.
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from A Trip from Here to There (Gysin Homage Two)
by Ian MacFadyen

Wilson insists upon Gysin’s knowledge of the cut-up initiatives of occult progenitors of the
technique dating back to ancient Greece, and believes he adopted / adapted his own version
from the esoteric philosophy of Chod, whilst aware that crucial elements were pre-Buddhist —



the venerable shamanistic pre-Buddhist Bon spirit-possession-exorcism aspects of the Tibetan
Chod . . . he had to name it to claim it, by translating Chod as cutting-up instead of down or out
or anywhere else . . .He staked his claim, thereby incorporating into his repertoire what was in
effect an updated feminine-derived tantric-male Chod a method of direct transmission and
empowerment to which, by the way — do stop me if you’ve heard this one before — he gave
the complete title (partly from the Tibetan): Cutting-Up: The Practice of Severing Due Stations
and Opening the Gates of Space . . .”

Those Gates of Space are like the ones Wu Tao-tzu stepped through, only in this case it is the
art of cut-up which allows the practitioner to disappear through the wall of illusion, the language
screen — nothing here now but bits of cut paper . . . It is entirely appropriate that the cut-up
technique was originated and/or developed by an artist, a master of illusion who yet felt trapped
in his own problematic self, suffering a lifelong identity crisis, who recognized the potential of
cutting up words in order to cut right through the root illusions of ego.
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from A Trip from Here to There (Gysin Homage Two)
by Ian MacFadyen
The attempt to include one’s consciousness in the picture had intrigued Burroughs for years,
and in Tangier he and Ian Sommerville made huge wall hangings of photographic images, fixed
together with scotch tape and glue. They were not “collages,” that wasn’t the point — the object
was to make a mosaic of images so large and filled with such potential cross-referencing and
layered associations that the observer would lose himself in the act of looking, become
immersed in the “neural pathways” of associational thinking, lost in the traversal of the image
matrix.
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